Promo Card
№
P-004

Q
Gomamon
You activate an effect that reads "Return 1 of
your opponent's Digimon to their hand. Trash all
of the digivolution cards of that Digimon" to
return an opponent's Digimon to their hand.
1 When your opponent's digivolution cards are
trashed as a result, can you activate this card's
effect?

A
No, you can't. "Trash all of the digivolution cards
of those Digimon" is an explanation of what
happens to the digivolution cards of the Digimon
when it returns to their hand. It doesn't count as
trashing digivolution for the purposes of this
card's effect.

During your turn, your opponent uses an effect Yes, you can. During your turn, if an effect
to trash one of their Digimon's digivolution cards. belonging to you or your opponent causes your
Does this card's "gain 1 memory" effect
opponent to trash one of their Digimon's
activate?

digivolution cards, this card's "gain 1 memory"
effect activates.
P-010

P-011

Greymon
Does this card's effect apply if it has [Agumon No. This card's effect only applies if a card with
Expert] or [ToyAgumon] as a digivolution
the exact name [Agumon] is one of its
card?
digivolution cards. Despite [Agumon Expert],
1
[ToyAgumon], and other Digimon cards having
[Agumon] in their names, the effect doesn't apply
if it isn't an exact match.
Veedramon Zero
Do I always have to activate this card's effect
1 when I attack?

No. The effect is voluntary.

Can I use this card's When Attacking effect to No, you can't.
trash 6 cards from the top of my deck and
2 give this card +4000 DP?

I attack with this card and activate its When
Attacking effect to get +2000 DP. I then
3 unsuspend this card using a card effect and
attack again. Can I use the When Attacking
effect again to get an additional +2000 DP?

Yes, you can.

Can I activate this card's inherited effect
when I have 2 or less non-Digi-Egg cards in
4
my trash?

No, you can't.

When using this card's inherited effect to
return cards from my trash to the bottom of
5 my deck, is my opponent allowed to check
what cards I am returning to my deck?

Yes. Cards in your trash are considered public
information, so please let your opponent confirm
which cards you're returning to your deck before
you do so.

Can I use this card's inherited effect to return No, you can't.
3 non-Digi-Egg cards to the bottom of my
6
deck but not activate <Draw 1>?
P-012

Tai Kamiya (V-Tamer)
At what timing does this card's [Main] effect Like Main effects on Option cards, you can activate
these effects at any time during your main phase.
1 activate?
However, you can't activate them to interrupt an
attack or another effect.

NEW

Can I use this card's effect if I have a Digimon No, it doesn't check Digimon in the breeding area.
with [Veedramon] in its name in my breeding
2
area?

P-016

If I have two copies of this Tamer as well as
one [Veedramon] in play in my battle area,
3
can I active the effects of both Tamers?

Yes, you can.

If I have one [Veedramon] in play in my battle
area, can I activate this card's effect to make a
4 Digimon that doesn't have [Veedramon] in its
name get +1000 DP?

Yes, you can.

Diaboromon
Does a [Diaboromon] token count as 1
1 [Diaboromon] for this card's effect?

Yes, it does.

Does this card itself count as 1 [Diaboromon] Yes, it does.
2 for its effect?
P-017

DemiDevimon
Do I always have to activate this card's
1
effect?

Yes, as long as you are able to.

